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ABSTRACT

The 1677 volcanic eruption, located close to the town of Fuencaliente at the south
end of La Palma, has been associated with the large volcanic cone of San Antonio, an
emission centre showing relatively high energy phreatomagmatic phases. However,
detailed geological mapping and a reinterpretation of available eye-witness accounts ele
arly prove the San Antonio emission centre to be a preexisting volcano related to an
eruption that occurred several thousands years earlier. The 1677 eruption, or Volcán de
Fuencaliente is a low magnitude eruption composed of a small strombolian vent and a
cluster of aligned spatter vents. About 75-125 x 106 m' of lavas from these spatter vents
covered an area of 4.5 x 106 m2 and formed a wide coastal platform with 1.6 x 106 m2 of
new land gained from the sea. This modest magnitude eruption is in better accord with
the negligible damage caused to the area reported in the contemporary accounts. This
revision of the 1677 eruption and its magnitude is relevant for the precise reconstruction
of the recent volcanism of La Palma and the correct definition of volcanic hazards in the
island.
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RESUMEN

La erupción de 1677, localizada cerca de la población de Fuencaliente en el S de la
isla de La Palma, ha sido asociada hasta ahora con el cono volcánico denominado San
Antonio. Este centro de emisión presenta fases eruptivas de energía relativamente eleva
da. El estudio geológico de detalle de esta erupción y la reinterpretación de los relatos de
la época indican que el volcán San Antonio es, en realidad, un aparato volcánico preexis
tente, relacionado con algún episodio eruptivo de varios miles de años de antigüedad. La
verdadera erupción de 1677 o Volcán de Fuencaliente, es de baja magnitud y está forma
da por pequeños centros eruptivos estrombolianos )' conos alineados de escorias. El
volumen de lavas emitidas es de unos 75-125 x 106 m3 y cubre una extensión de aproxi
madamente 4,5 x 106 m", de los cuales 1,6 x 106 m? son terrenos ganados al mar. Esta
erupción originó escasos daños en la zona, como se recoge en los relatos contemporá
neos. La revisión de la erupción de 1677 es importante para el conocimiento del volca
nismo reciente de La Palma y para la correcta definición del riesgo volcánico en la isla.

Palabras clave: Volcanismo, erupciones históricas, mecanismos eruptivos, La Palma, Islas Cana
rias.

Introduction

Twelve volcanic eruptions have occurred in the
Canarian archipelago since the Spanish colonisation
in the xvth. century. Surprisingly, this important
aspect of the history of the island is, in general,
poorly known. There are few eye-witness accounts
of the eruptive events and those available are often

second and even third-hand translations of the origi
nals.

Moreover, the accounts were general1y chroni
cled by priests and military personnel with no pre
vious experience in volcanic phenomena. The terms
coined on the spot to describe the different mate
rials or phenomena were very inaccurate and related
to biblical or military concepts.
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With few exceptions, the main concerns of the
ecclesiastic and administrative authorities were the
effects on life and property, mainly farmland and
livestock. This explains why the number and
extent of the accounts correlate with the importan
ce, in terms of damage to property, of the erup
tions. Those eruptions located in remote places
and which did not cause significant damage are so
poorly acknowledged that they are often misquo
ted, incorrectly located or mistaken for other
events (Carracedo et al., 1992; Carracedo and
Rodrfguez Badiola, 1991; Hermindez-Pacheco and
Valls, 1982).

However, the eye-witness accounts and near
primary sources are usually consistent with the
geology, and, when correctly interpreted, are a
fundamental instrument for the reconstruction of
the different eruptive events. A common practice
in the historical reconstruction of these eruptions
has been to interpret the accounts without chec
king them against a detailed volcanological study
of the eruptions: most lack even a even a specific
geological map. Therefore, basic errors have often
been introduced and widely accepted. Neverthe
less, the information that can be gathered from
geological field observations of the erupted pro
ducts is generally more reliable and detailed than
these accounts and allows much clearer interpre
tation of the historic accounts. Previous examples
of this approach are the studies on the 1585 erup
tion in La Palma (Hermindez-Pacheco and Valls,
1982) and the 1730 eruption of Lanzarote (Carra
cedo and Rodrfguez Badiola, 1991; Carracedo et
al., 1992).

The 1677 eruption of La Palma clearly exempli
fies these problems. In this work we will report geo
logical evidence that completely revises aspects of
the eruption as fundamental as the nature and loca
tion of its emission centres and the eruptive mecha
nisms involved.

As in the case of the 1585 and 1730 eruptions,
this enhances the importance of detailed geological
work on the historical eruptions, as a necessary step
in their correct and precise reconstruction. Only
through these reconstructions will it be possible to
gain an understanding of the behavioural patterns of
the recent volcanism and arrive at a correct defini
tion and management of volcanic hazards in the
archipelago.

Geological and structural setting and
characteristics of historic eruptions in La Palma

Six (1585, 1646, 1677, 1712, 1949 and 1971) out
of the twelve historic eruptions that have been

recorded in the Canarian archipelago occurred on
the Cumbre Vieja volcano, which forms the sout
hern part of the island of La Palma. This volcano is
presently the most active in the whole of the archi
pelago (Carracedo, 1994, 1996), probably as a
result of its location close to the present-day posi
tion of the Canarian hotspot (Carracedo and Day,
1995). Mapping presently in progress (Carracedo,
Day and Guillou, 1996) has shown that historic and
sub-historic activity on the Cumbre Vieja is concen
trated along the main N-S ridge of the volcano, but
with significant eruptions also having taken place
on the western flank of the volcano, from elongated
fissures which run downslope in an east-west direc
tion.

Eruptions of the Cumbre Vieja volcano are
dominated by basaltic lavas and strombolian
pyroclastic deposits, but include violent phreato
magmatic explosions and in some cases the
emplacement of phonolitic domes. Many of the
eruptions, most notably those of 1585, 1712 and
1949, were from multiple vents. In the case of the
1949 eruption, the vents were spread over a dis
tance of about 4 km (Bonelli Rubio, 1950; Day et
al., 1996). In these eruptions a systematic pro
gression is evident from the mapped distribution
of the eruption products: gas-rich, strombolian
and phreatomagmatic explosive eruptions took
place at the vents furthest up the slopes of the
volcano whilst relatively quiet emissions of lava
dominated activity at the lower vents. We show
below that a similar pattern is evident in the 1677
eruption.

The 1677 eruption

The 1677 eruption, known as the San Antonio
eruption, is generally described in previous works
(Machado, 1965; Hermindez Pacheco and Valls,
1982; Romero, 1991) as being composed of a large
volcanic cone (known as the San Antonio Volcano)
with phreatomagmatic deposits and its voluminous
lava flows reaching the sea and forming an extense
coastal platform. This volcanic group is located
close to the town of Fuencaliente, the name of
which alludes to a famous thermal and medicinal
spa located at the coast, that was destroyed during
the 1677 eruption.

In fact, the 1677 eruption involved only two vol
canic elements: A) a relatively modest size strom
bolian vent located at the northern part of the large
cone, partly perched at the crater rim, and B) a
group of spatter vents on the SW slope of the San
Antonio volcano, the actual vents of the aforemen
tioned lava flows.
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Fig. I.-Geological map of the 1677 eruplion.
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Cl
Fig.2.-A. GencmJ view from Fucncalientc of the San Antonio
Volcano (far end) and the 1677 upper s[romboljan vent. The
P!rQlO refers to the location of the photography of fig. SA.
B. View of the 1677 uoper Slrombolian vem from the cmter rim
of the San Anlonio V'olcano. Note the FuencaJicnlc volcanic
group IUV3S encircling the San Anlonio and Miia. Tablas old vol
canic cones. C. View of the clusters of spaller vents of the 1677

eruption located at the base of San Amonio Volcano.

The San AlllOl1io cOlle

Supposedly the main vent of the 1677 eruption,
this is a large cone (560 m high and 1200 In wide.
with a crater 400 m wide and 105 m deep) with
clear phrcatolllagmatic features in its last stage of
construction, including a relatively phreatomagma~

tic surge deposit lip to 5 m thick.
As shown in figure 1. lavas from vents located

further lip in the rift, near the town of Fucncaliente
(the Fuencaliente volcanic group or FVG), circum-

vem this cone at the west and flow between the San
Antonio and Las Tablas volcanic cones at the eas
tern flank (fig. 2A).

The FVG lavas overlie a flow issuing from a late
ral vent at the lower (southern) part of the San
Antonio vent (see enlarged area B in fig. 3). They
can be clearly observed flowing on top of the San
Amonio cone in the track from Las Indias to the
Tenegufa Volcano (white arrow in fig. 4A). at the
SW flank of the San Antonio cone. The whole is
topped by flows from the Mfia. del Fuego vents
located higher at the rift and dated at 3.3 ka (Carra
cedo, Guillou and Day, in prep.). the San Antonio
eruption being older.

This evidence clearly relates the San Antonio
cone, that underlies most of the emission vents of
the southern end of the Cumbre Vieja rift, to one of
the older eruptions in this pan of La Palma and very
clearly not to the 1677 eruption.

The phreatomagmatic deposirs present at the rim
of the crater show base-surge deposits indicating
relatively high energy episodes in this eruption
(fig. 4A and B). However, these deposits have not
been found covering the circumventing lavas,
under those pyroclastic deposits which unambi
guously belong to the 1677 eruption (see enlarged
area A in fig. 3 and fig. 5A). This also excludes the
San Antonio cone as belonging to the 1677 erup
tion.

These geological observations show that the 1677
cruption involved only. as mentioned above, a rela
tively small strombolian vent, perched on the nort~

hem rim of the San Antonio cone, and a group of
spatter vents and lava flows at its base. This relati
vely low magnitude eruption of 1677 caused a
correspondingly low level of damage. As quoted in
the contemporary accounts, the main effect on the
town of Fuencaliente. I km from the upper 1677
vent (fig. 2A), was the collapse of the church tower,
in all probability due to earthquakes related to the
eruption, and the burial of the Fuentc Sama thennal
spring. The revision of the eruption magnitude and
style is in better agreement. as well, with the scant
interest shown by the contemporary inhabitants, as
evidenced by the limited extent and precision of the
accounts, than would be a relatively large phremo
magmatic event, the effects of which on the area
would have been far more destructive and hence
more widely recorded.

An interesting issue arising from these discove
ries is the name currently used to denominate the
1677 eruption as the San Antonio enlption or volca
no. The volcanic eruptions in La Palma were some~

times named after the saint on whose feast-day they
occurred, such as the San Juan volcano (1949).
However, the date of the onset of the 1677 eruption
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Fig. 3.-Schematic drnwing showinillhe mnin str:ltigrnphic nnd volcanological evidences excluding the Snn Antonio Volemlo as a
part of the 1677 eruplion. Ft L: FucncaJicllle volc:mic group lavas. SAC: San Anlonio conc. SAL: San Anlonio lavas.

does not coincide wilh the feast-day of Saint Ant
hony (San Antonio). On the other hand. the
toponym Sail Antonio appears graphed close to the
Fuente Santa emplacement and to the actual posi
tion of the present San Antonio volcano in a map
elaborated by Torriani in 1586 to describe the loca
tion of the 1585 eruption (Torriani. 1592). This
toponym was currently used in the area and may
have been used to name the 1677 volcano. The
small proportions and dispersion of the 1677 erup
tion vents may have imposed the use of a weH
known geographic term to name the new eruptive
episode.

We suggest using the name San Antonio, utilized
presently to designate the 1677 eruption, as the
toponym of the large old cone. The 1677 eruptive
episode should be denominated J677 eruption or
Volclm de FI/encaliente.

The lower spa/ter cone lilleaments

As we will see later when discussing the eye-wit
ness accounts, the eruption began. after several days
of seismic activity in the area. with the formation of

a fissure at the base of the SW slope of the old San
Anlonio cone, named in the accounts Mfia. de Los
Corrales or Miia. de L.:1.S CabrJs.

We have attempted to reconstruct the succession
of eruptive events by defining the slratigraphic rela
tions of the successive lava flows and the correlati~

ve vents. and comparing the geological infonnation
nvailable with the contemporary accounts. Howe~
ver, Ihis task has been hindered by the fact that a
pan of the 1677 lavas and vents has been covered
by the lava flows and lapi1li of the latter stages of
the eruption and by the products of the nearby 1971
eruption. At the coast, the 1677 lavas arc covered
by extensive banana plantations. Aerial photo
graphs taken before the 1971 eruption greatly hel
ped in the mapping and strmigraphic correlation of
the successive 1677 events.

1st. er/lj)tive event. The initial spatter cone
alignment (SPT1 in figs. I and 6), cited in the
accounts as a fissure that progressed towards the
base of the San AnlOnio cone. was completely
covered by the progression of the eruption.
Fluid lavas (L1_1 fig. 6) emitted at these vents
flowed (0 the SE (towards the Fuente Santa) and
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Fig. 4.-..4. Phre:uomagmalic deposilS ptTChed :lIthe: southwes
lern nank of the San AnlOO'o Volcano. B. Close view of base
surge phreatornagmatic bedding in the rim of San Antooio Volcano.

slopped at the edge of the cliff. Another lava
now from the same vents CL I.'} changed direc
tion to the south, and cascaded down the cliff
lOwards the coast.

2nd. eruptive el'cllt. Another alignment of vents
COnfOn1ling a wide fissure (SPTlI in figs. 2e and 6)
is located at the western edge of the lower eruptive
fracture (FF' in fig. I). close 10 the Roque Tencgufa
phonolitic plug. Lavas from these new vents (Lu.•
and LlI.0 flow down the cliff and reach the sea. con·
forming a wide coastal lava plalfonn.

3rd. UlIpl;l'e e\'em. This vent alignment (SPllU)

is located al the SE edge of the lower eruptive frac
ture (FF'). Lavas from this eruptive fissure flow
downslope. separating into two flows. one progres
sing SW and down the cliff to the sea (Lm.,). the
other (LlII•2) towards the S and the SE.

Apparently. the S trending branch flow of Lm.2
was responsible for the destruction of the afore
mentioned Fuente Sanla,

4tll, erl/ptive el'elH. This eruptive fissure
(SPTIV) is located at the centre of the main eruptive
fracture FP'. between SPTn and SPTIlI _ Lava nows
(L,v) from these last vents flow down the cliff 10 the
Wand SW. widening the coastal platform to its pre
sent extent.

The upper SIromboliall ,'elll

The other main feature of the 1677 eruption is a
cinder cone of modest dimensions (400 x 260 m
and 30 m high) located at the northern slope of the
old San Antonio cone (see fig. 2A).

According to the accounts. this venl opened after
several days of intense local seismic activity and
after the formation of fractures that emitted hot
gases (mainly hot air. with minor magmatic gases
smelling of sulphur) and water vapour.

The crater is elongated (fig. 2B). with the axis
parallel to the main fracture at the lower group of
spaller vents.

The SW edge of this vent is perched on top of
the crater rim of the old San Anlonio cone (fig, 5B
and C), Gravitational instability. probably increa
sed by seismicity during the 1677 eruption. favou
red the collapse of the perched part of the 1677
vent inside the San Antonio crater. restoring the
rim circumference. The crmer of the San Antonio
volcano was probably much deeper, as is usually
the case with phreatomagmmic vents in the Cum
bre Vieja rift. The supplement.try depth could have
accommodated the pyroclastics fallen inside the
crater during the 1677 eruption, as well as the
collapse of the perched portion of the strombolian
cone. All these products. and probably pieces of
the old cone crater wall collapsed during intense
seisms. partially filled the crater to is present depth
(fig.5q.

The visual effect of a continuous crater rim and
the fresh 1677 lapilli covering the slopes of the
cone may explain why the old San Antonio volcano
has been confounded until now with the main vent
of the 1677 eruption.

This vent is nOl breached and did not produce
lava flows, with the exception of a small flow
downs lope of aglutinated spaners. Therefore. the
1677 eruption followed the general pattern of histo·
ric eruptions in La Palma: emission of lavas in the
lower vents and explosive emission of pyroclastics
in the vents above.

The depression existing between the northern
flank of the 1677 upper vent and the town of Fuen
caliente was filled with magmatic gases during the
eruption. Accumulation of CO2 may be responsible
for the death of a peasant and numerous cattle. rab
bits and birds. quoted in the accounts.

Three consecutive explosions, that fiashed very
high into the sky, developing into large balloons of
fire. arc said to have occurred after an especially
intcnse seism. This phenomcnon may point to a vio
lent clearing of the eruplivc conduit, obstructed by
the partial collapse of the crater walls. A similar
event was witnessed in the 1971 eruption.
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The 1677 eruption in the contemporary accounts

Some contemporary accounts of the 1677 erup
tion may have been lost and some of those preser
ved are only copies of the originals.

There are four main accounts affording data of
interest for the reconstruction and description of the
eruption:

I. Re/adol/cs (AccolIl/ts) written by the priest
Juan Pinto de Guisla of the 1646 (Martfn Volcano)
and 1677 eruptions. A copy of this account has
been published by L. Buch (1825). A French trans
lation in 1836 (Buch. 1836) of this first edition has
been widely used. However, we have used a copy of
the original, which was found and transcribed in
1806 by Lorenzo Rodrfguez (1987).

2. Gazera del Ayufllomiellto de La Patma
(Gazcuc of Ihe La Pa/ma Town CO/lncil), diary of
the development of the eruption from Nov. 13 to
Nov. 26. 1677, kept by an anonymous local autho
rity on 2 December 1677 (Anonimo. 1677). A
French translation of this account by Webb and
Berthelot (1839) has been widely known. A copy of
the original has been recently published (Lorenzo
Rodr{guez.1987).

3. Copy (the original lost) of the Cartlls (Lel
Ters) sent by the chief bailiff of the Spanish Inquisi
tion in La Palma, Antonio Pinto de Guisla. to the
bishop B. Garcia Ximenez on 29 November; 6 and
24 December 1677: 17 and 27 J<lOuary 1678 (Ano
nimo, 1678).

4. Copy of a Cllrra dated 30 November 1677
from the vicar Melchor Brier to the Bishop (Archi
ve of the Bishop GarcfaXimcnez, APLCLL. volu
meQ).

A clear indication that the San Antonio cone
(Mi'ia. del Corml in the account) occurred earlier
than the 1677 eruption is the description of how the
townspeople climbed to the top of Mi'ia. del Corml
(or San Antonio) to observe the newly opened
lower vents (this same vantage point was used
again by watchers during the 1971 eruption) and the
fortunate circumstance that, after these people had
left. a large vent opened in the mountain which
«had it caught them unawares would have engulfed
them in a voracious fire)). This clearly refers to the
old cone, with the lower spatter vents opening at its
south base, and the upper strombolian vent starting
at its higher, northern flank.

The accounts describe in some detail the progress
of the eruption until 26 November. According to the
Gazette, that day a lava flow (apparently. the S-tren
ding branch flow of LJ1II2) destroyed the Fuentc
Santa. Since this medicinal spa was one of the main
economic resources of the area (and of La Palma).

109

Rg.5.-A. Pyroclastics (lapilli. bombs and soona) from the 1677
eruplion resting on the l(was of the Fuencaliente volcanic group.
Note the absence of the phreatomagmatic dcposiL~ of the San
Anlonio volcano. less than 200 m away. l1leSC rhreatomago4'1tk
dcJXlSits should appear intercalated in the ease 0 the San Antonio
volcano being rel.lted to the 1677 eruption. B. Close view of the
1677 strombolian eruption pyroclastics resting on the old San
Anlonio volcano phreatomagmatie deposiL'i. C. Vicw of the hue
nor of the eratcr of the S:m Antonio volcano. TIle oollapse of the
southern flank of the 1677 strombolian L"OJ1C. perched on the rim
of San Antonio volcano. and probably parts of the intensely

froctured crtlter walls. have filled the crater to its present depth,

being visited by the infirm from Europe and even
America. it is understandable that once the spa was
destroyed the administration lost interest in the pro
gress of the eruption. most of the accounts ending at
that point.

Figure 7 shows a cartOOI) with the reconstruction
of the eruption progression and its main events
according to these accounts.

A few sentences in different letters give very
scant indications of the advance of the eruption
after the 26 November. On December 10, 1677. the
upper vent apparently continued emitting lapilli. as
well as the lower vents lava flows. The deaths of a
shepherd and cattle were reccounted that month.
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Fig. 6.-Reconslroetion of the succe~sive events of the 1677 eruption from field obscrvalions
lmd the analysis of the aerial photogrnphs m:lde before the productS of the 1971 Tencgufa

volcano partially covered this area.
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The eruption is reported to have ceased, appa
rently abruptly, on 21 January 1678.

Volcano-tectonic features of the 1677 eruption

The two main emission centres which were
actually active during the 1677 eruption lie on a
NE-SW trending line through the older San Antonio
cone but are themselves elongated along NW-SE
trending axes. Furthermore, both trends are oblique
to the N-S trending volcanic rift or fissure swarm
which has dominated volcanic activity in the sout
hern subaerial part of the Cumbre Vieja throughout
its history (Day, Carracedo and Guillou, 1996). Alt
hough NW-SE and NE-SW trending volcanic rift
zones occur in the northern part of the Cumbre
Vieja, these trends are not otherwise evident in the
Fuencaliente area. It appears more likely that the
very steep topography in the vicinity of the San
Antonio cone distorted the local stress field during
the eruption. McGuire and Pullen (1989) show that
feeder dykes may become deflected to run down the
slope of the local surface in areas of steep topo
graphy. Given the steep SW to W-facing steep slo
pes in the vicinity of the 1677 vents this topograp
hic control provides an explanation for the overall
NE-SW trend of the 1677 emission vents.

The existence of a NE-SW dyke beneath, and
connecting, the two 1677 vents is further supported
by the pattern of Strombolian activity at the upper
vent and lava emission at the lower. This pattern is
a ubiquitous feature of other historic and sub-histo
ric, multi-vent eruptions on the island where gas
rich magma at the top of the feeder dyke is erupted
with a Strombolian type of activity whilst more
degassed magma flowing along the lower parts of
the feeder dyke is erupted as lava from vents further
downslope [see, for example, Bonelli Rubio (1950)
on the 1949 eruption]. These multivent eruptions
are also characterised by simultaneous, linked chan
ges in activity at separate vents (S. J. Day, mapping
in progress). Simultaneous changes of this type are
interpreted as reflecting increased magma supply
rates in some cases, but more often can be attributed
to magma drawdown in the feeder dyke. An event
of this latter type may have occurred at the end of
the second period of eruptive activity in 1677, when
the end of lava emission from the lower vents
around November 23rd. was accompanied by vio
lent explosions at the upper vent, perhaps caused by
entry of a limited amount of groundwater into the
feeding fissure as magma drainback occurred at the
end of this period of the eruption.

The NW-SE elongation of the upper and lower
emission vents (FF' and f in fig. 1) appears to have
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been established at the start of the eruption with the
development of surface fractures with this trend
some days before eruption of magma began (three
days in the case of the lower vent; five days in the
case of the upper vent). The contemporary accounts
describe the opening of the fractures to a width
«difficult to jump» in the space of a few minutes,
and in association with strong earthquakes. Subse
quently, hot gases were emitted, suggesting the pre
sence of magma close beneath the surface, but as
noted above no actual magma eruption took place
for a few days. This indicates that the NW-SE tren
ding fractures initially formed as «dry», unpressuri
sed fractures. We suggest, therefore, that their for
mation was due to bulging of the steep SW-facing
slopes around the old San Antonio cone as magma
emplacement took place at depth, and consequent
incipient slope instability manifested as NW-SE
trending craks running across the steep slope (Day
and Carracedo, 1995). Subsequent «pas si ve»
magma upwelling then exploited these cracks as a
convenient route to the surface.

One of the main concerns of the inhabitants of
Fuencaliente during the 1677 eruption was the pos
sibility of another fracture, parallel to those already
opened, developing uphill and destroying the town.
It is interesting to note that this concern, that
implies an intuitive understanding of the tectonic
framework of the eruptions in this part of La Palma,
was also manifested during the 1971 Teneguia erup
tion.

Quantitative parameters of the eruption

The eruption lasted 65 days, from 17 November
1677 until 21 January 1678. In some accounts the
onset of the eruption is quoted as 13 November, but
from this date until 17 November the only events
quoted were strong seismic activity and the opening
of fractures without any juvenile magma emission.
The first output of magma, and therefore the actual
beginning of the eruption, is located at sunset on 17
November. The relatively modest volume of pyro
clastics and lavas suggests an intermittent eruptive
process, with periods of reduced activity.

The surface covered by the 1677 lavas can be
estimated at about 4.5 x 106 m2 , of which 1.6 x
106 m2 was new land gained from the sea. The
small cinder cones of Mfia. de Lorenzo Hermindez
and Mfia. Bermijales, as well as the Roque Tene
gufa and other phonolitic plugs (see fig. 1) were not
completely covered by the lavas, suggesting a rela
tively thin lava covering of the slopes and the cliff,
that we can estimate at 10-15 m. However, the
accumulation of lavas on the coastal platform may
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have reached 30-50 m. The total volume of lavas
emitted in this eruption can be estimated therefore
at about 76 to 122 x 106 m3 •

An estimation of the velocity of the flows at a
certain stage of the eruption is quoted in the
accounts, which describes an experiment carried out
by a contemporary using marks to measure the dis
placement of the flows. The estimation of about
20 m in half an hour (- 0.01 m S-I) is surprisingly
similar to the values reported from lavas from
Kilauea and Mt. Etna (Kilburn et al., 1995).

Conclusions

Descriptions in eye-witness accounts and near
primary sources of the historic eruptions in the
Canary Islands are usually consistent with the geo
logy that can be assembled from detailed geological
observations and mapping. The geological work is
an essential step for the correct interpretation of
these accounts and, consequently, for the precise
reconstruction of the recent volcanism of the island,
a necessary requisite in the definition and manage
ment of volcanic hazards.

Contrarily to the current idea, the 1677 eruption
was a low magnitude episode, involving a small
strombolian vent located above the old San Antonio
volcano and a group of spatter vents at the base of
the southern flank of this old volcanic cone.

The large, partially phreatomagmatic San Anto
nio volcano, is a relatively high energy event. Alt
hough considered to be the main vent of the 1677
eruption, it is in fact and old emission centre with a
minimum age probably exceeding 10 ka.

The modest magnitude of this eruption, once the
phreatomagmatic explosive eruption that built the
old San Antonio cone is excluded, is in better
agreement with the negligible damage caused to the
area, and, accordingly, to the scanty and scarcely
detailed contemporary accounts.

The location of the eruptive fissures active in the
1677 eruption, and their individual orientations,
indicates the importance of local gravitational stres
ses in controlling their formation. Fracturing asso
ciated with the 1677 eruption suggests that incipient
slope instability developed in the early part of the
eruption.

In both 1677, and in the later 1971 eruption of
Volcan Teneguia, the principal concern of the inha
bitants of Fuencaliente was that another fracture,
parallel to those already opened, might develop
further uphill; eruption of scoria and lava might
then destroy the town. Fuencaliente is the only town
on La Palma which lies directly on the main rift
zone of the volcano and the future occurrence of an
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eruption in or close to Fuencaliente represents a
serious volcanic hazard.

Our studies also indicate two additional potential
hazards in this part of the island: 1) pheatomagma
tic explosions, such as that which affected the pre
historic San Antonio volcano, which could devasta
te areas up to 1 to 2 km from the eruptive vent
through the development of small-scale volcanic
surges; and 2) relatively small-scale slope collapses
in the immediate vicinity of eruptive vents.
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